OEM Products
Manufacturer & Product Line Card

ABB
- **PROTECTION**: Air Circuit Breakers, Molded Case Circuit Breakers, Disconnect Switches, Mini Breakers, Surge Protection
- **CONTROL**: Contactors, Relays, MMP’s, Pilot Devices, Low Voltage Starters, Wire Duct, Power Supplies
- **DISTRIBUTION**: LV Switchgear, Switchboards, MCCs, Panelboards

Pfannenberg
- **THERMAL MANAGEMENT**: Air Conditioners, Air-to-Air & Air-to-Water Heat Exchangers, Filter Fans, Heaters, Thermostats
- **SIGNALING SOLUTIONS**: Stack Lights, Audible & Visual Signaling Systems, Flashing & LED Lights, Buzzers

TCI
- **HARMONIC MITIGATION**: Guaranteed IEEE-519 Compliance, Drive-Applied Passive or Bus-Applied Active Harmonic Filters, Harmonic Studies, Line Reactors
- **MOTOR PROTECTION**: Load Reactors, dv/dt Filters, Sine Wave Filters, EMI Filters, Power Factor Correction

TCI
- **BUSBAR SYSTEM**: UL508a Listed, Touch-Safe Power Distribution System for Control Panels, Switchboard and Panelboards up to 6500A
- **Flexible Busbar**: Tin-Plated Copper Laminate Flex-Bus up to 2500A

MACROMATRIC
- **INDUSTRIAL NETWORKS**: IoT Ecosystem with Point-to-Point Encryption Creating a VPN that is Easy, Reliable and Secure
- **SIMPLIFYING IoT**: Perfect for Remote Access, Data Collection and Visualization, Access Management, Preventative Maintenance

PR ELECTRONICS
- **INDUSTRIAL RELAYS**: Time Delay Relays, Liquid Level Controllers, Three-Phase Monitors, Voltage Monitors, Intrinsically Safe Relays, and Alternating Relays for Industrial Control Applications.
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PRODUCTS

**TERMINAL BLOCKS**: Entrelec Power Distribution & Terminal Blocks offering Screw Clamp, Spring Clamp, IDC, Pluggable Technology

**NEW TECHNOLOGY**: Screwless Jumper Design, Asymmetrical, Common Accessories, Color Options Available, Etc.

**HMI**: Human Machine Interfaces from 4.3” to 21”, Faceless HMI, Protocol Converters, Remote I/O, Scoreboard Monitor,

**FEATURES**: High Resolution, Vibrant Colors, Improved Animations, CODESYS, Remote Connectivity, Built-In MQTT & OPCUA, Video & PDF Viewers, Supports Multiple Platforms (PLC Agnostic)

**SIGNAL CONDITIONING**: Temperature Transmitters, IS Barriers, Communication Enablers / Interfaces, Isolation Relays

**FEATURES**: Wide Range of Analog and Digital Modules, HART Communications, Agency Approvals Including UL, IEC, IECEx, CSA

**NEUTRAL GROUNDING**: High Resistance & Low Resistance Grounding Systems, Digital HRG with Pulser

**POWER RESISTORS**: Brake Choppers, Braking Resistors, Edge-wound, Wirewound, Smoothwound, Grid Type, Ribbon Type

**NON-METALLIC ENCLOSURES**: Polycarbonate Compound, NEMA / UL Listed, F1 UV Protection, High Chemical Resistance, Impact Resistant, −40 deg F to 265 deg F, Custom Stainless and Aluminum Options

**ENCLOSURES**: Stainless Steel & Fiberglass Enclosures, Painted Steel Enclosures, Custom Stainless Steel Solutions, Industrial JAG Fittings & Cable Accessories, Stainless Steel Lighting & Power Panelboards

**ENCLOSURES**: Mild Steel, Stainless Steel, Non-Metallic, Wall Mount & Free Standing, Disconnect Type, Modular Cabinets, Consoles, Wire Way, Junction Boxes, Custom Enclosures

**MANUFACTURERS**

ABB
PFANNENBERG
TCI
WÖHNER
TOSIBOX
MACROMATIC
TE CONNECTIVITY
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PR ELECTRONICS
POWEROHM
INTEGRA
ADALET
EXM
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